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was now too late to retrieve such errors. ed darkly over the sun of American glory , its right under the venerable Gov. Shelby of sioned spirits with the fervid tone of his
rnanGen. Harrison had no course left him but to were now dissipated, and the eye of the pat- Kentucky, resting on the river ; its left, under ly eloquence,
published Every saturday*Morning, by
throw himself into the Fort, determined to riot again beamed with gratitude and the ! ^?v- Trotter, extending.to the swamp; the
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But little time remained for preparation. he gallant spirits of the West flocked in that of GeJn. chi,es for£ni ngacorpsde reserveI Jong career of indefatigable and eminently
,i _ j
■ i
,
v »ic^uuuhtu in | that of Gen. Chiles forming a corps de reserve• successful public services, has won for him
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Gen. Harrison in
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which New batteries were erected on the instant; thousands to the banner of their country, jn the rear ofthe whole.
--- •'they
---- ' learned« .ithat. it was to be borne > person commanding the front line ofthe in-i the glorious and well merited appellation of
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No , the officers, as well as soldiers, worked in !-l
when
• the Washington of the West. Its whole
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub cessantly in the trenches; and in three days
onward to new triumphs by the valor of | fantry,.which advanced slowly and in good course does not exhibit a single instance in
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
--„..L..... He
soon enabled fj °rder fe support
of the more rapid advancei which the confidence reposed in him, the
L~ was
---- very
.—
.. --------The publisher does not hold himself responsible for the Fort was placed in a respectable pos their Flarrison.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount ture of defence. It was not a moment too to assume the offensive, and, following in the
moimted men.. Commodore Perry power with which he has been vested, haa
charged for its insertion.
• retreating
•
and Gen. Cass acted as his aids. Col. John not been wielded for the best interest of his
soon. The enemy made his appearance on track of’ the
enemy, -he arrivedi.l
at [and
son was directed to advance deliberately until country—-not merely to the full satisfaction of
the 2/th ; on the 28th the place was com Detroit at the close of September
September,
only
to
THE LIFE OF GEN. HARRISON.
he had received the first fire of the enemy,
pletely
invested
;
and
on
the
1st
of
May
the
learn that Proctor had evacuated it without and then charge at full speed, rifle in hand. his superiors and his countrymen, but often
[CONCLUDED.]
cannon of the assailants awakened the ech waiting for the appearance of an enemy, The army had advanced but a short distance with the most brilliant and unexpected suc
cess. Can it be pretended that accident, or
Of course such a victory could not have oes of the forest.
though in opposition to the urgent remon- in this order, when a full volley from the anything but consummate ability combined
been won, under such circumstances, with
The defence of Fort Meigs has been pro strance of Tecumseh and the Indians gener British lines gave the appointed signal ; but with the most inflexible determination, could
out very considerable loss. One hundred
nounced by competent judges the most bril ally, who stigmatized his conduct as cow the horses in the front line recoiled, and a- have ensured such an uninterrupted series of
and eighty-eight of our men fell in that liant exploit performed by our armies dur
ardly, as well as pèrfidious in relation to nother volley was given before they could be good fortune ? It was the remark of an en
day’s engagement, including one Colonel, ing the war. Aside from the great dispro
themselves. Forts Malden and Sandwich, brought to the charge. The whole of our vious courtier to the great Louis XIV., that
two Lieutenant Colonels, a Major, six portion of force — the besiegers having an ef
first line now advanced regularly to the at “ Marshal Villiers (who had just won several
Captains, and five Lieutenants. The Gov fective force of at least three to one—and on the British side, were also abandoned by tack ; the riflemen charged with impetuosity, great battles) was very lucky.” “ Lucky !°
the enemy, and only a few Indians appeared and broke through the British lines on the in
ernor’s Staff was almost annihilated, and the well known character of a hastily erect
was the indignant retort of the Grand Mon
to oppose the crossing of the strait, which stant, their speed scarcely checked by the en arch, “ no sir, he is above that 1”
he himself received a ball through his hat, ed Fort in the wilderness, Gen. Harrison
was of course effected without loss. Having counter. The enemy were completely sur
The conduct of Gen. Harrison, throughout
which slightly wounded him in the head. found, on taking command, that he had no
The officers at his long and arduous public career, alike
hastily placed every thing at these posts in prised and confounded.
The loss of the enemy must have been
more than six hundred cannon shot of all a suitable posture, Gen. Harrison left Sand tempted to rally their men and re-form them ;; commands the admiration of his countrymen,
still greater, notwithstanding that they sizes for the defence of a besieged fortress —
wich with three thousand five hundred men, but the mounted men wheeled upon them and challenges the scrutiny of his enemies, if
fought principally under cover, and had the War Department not dreaming of such
and following the course of the Thames, de and poured in a destructive fire which deci he have any. In all the difficulties by which
every advantage in directing their fire, But
an attack, having made no preparation to termined to overtake and vanquish the ene ded the contest. The British infantry threw he has at times been surrounded—amid all
down their arms and surrendered.
the responsibilities of an independent com
the loss of the battle was far more disas resist it. However, the General kept this
my. He had learned that Proctor had ta
On the flanks, however, the contest was mand, at a distance of more than a thousand
trous than that of some hundred warriors ; astounding deficiency a profound secret,
ken post at a distance of 56 miles inland, maintained for some time with great spirit, miles from the seat of Government, forced to
and many years must yet elapse before time simply giving out that he should not harrass
where he was engaged in fortifying himself, by the Indian allies of the enemy. On the provide as well as rely upon his own resour
and the current of absorbing events shall ef his men by unnecessary firing.
but with so little expectation of being fol left, where Col. Johnson himself commanded, ces, to act in all emergencies upon the sug
face from their minds the bitter remem
The enemy was fully aware of the value lowed that he had neglected to break down a desperate attack was led on by Tecumseh gestions of his own mind, and to look for jus
brance of the ensanguined field of Tippe of time, and of t he absolute necessity of re
the bridges on the road by which he had in person, and the battle raged for some mo tification to the consequences, he has never
canoe.
ducing the Fort at once, or abandoning the retreated. Gen. Harrison hastened to take ments with absolute fury. On the right, an found it necessary or expedient to violate the
constitution or laws of the land. Securing
The breaking out of war with Great Brit enterprise. His batteries played upon it
advantage of this oversight.
Of the four impression was made on the division of Gen. the unlimited confidence of the Government
ain, and the disastrous and disgraceful issue with great spirit from the first to the fifth of
Desha, by the resolute charge of the savages ;
which intervened, he found the first entire ; but the veteran Governor of Kentucky ad by his integrity, capacity and energy—of his
of the expedition of Hull, in the year fol the month ; while, from the want of ammu
at the second he captured an officer with a vanced opportunely to his assistance, and associates by his warm-hearted generosity
lowing the events last mentioned, again in nition, the fire was but feebly answered from
small detachment which had been sent to quickly turned the fortune of the day in that and winning suavity—of his soldiers by ever
volved the young West in the perils of a the Fort, and the besiegers were thus ena
destroy it, before they had accomplished quarter. The enemy were now completely being foremost in peril, privation, and expo
defensive war, and again called into exer bled to push their advances with impunity,
their purpose.
Here he learned that the routed at all points and driven from the field sure to the elements—and even of his ene
cise the courage and devotion ot her patriotic under the very guns of its defenders.
The third had been broken up, and that the ene with great loss, leaving the whole of their mies by his well known magnanimity and
kindness to the unfortunate—he may look
sons.
By the surrender of Detroit, the General’s quarters were in the centre, deci
my had no certain knowledge of the ad regular infantry prisoners. Gen. Proctor and with a proud confidence to the whole body
whole weight of the savage tribes of the dedly the most exposed position in the Fort.
his suite escaped by the fleetness of their
vance of the American army.
horses. Tecumseh was killed in the battle, of his countrymen for a confirmation of tho
.North-West was thrown into the scale of During the siege, several shot passed
Pursuing the course of the Thames for though his body was carried off by his peo unanimous verdict of all who have known
the enemy, and precipitated upon our de- through his marquee, two or three of his
some distance further, he found that the ple. Popular report has asserted that he fell him, to set the seal of reprobation on the en
fenceless frontier.
The eyes of the en- servants were wounded, and Capt. McCulstream became narrower and far less favor by the hands of Col. Johnson, who behaved vious tongue of detraction, and to encircle
tire West were directed to their beloved lock, who was sitting by the fire with the
able for navigation, and that the gun-boats, with great gallantry in the action, as did all the brow of the illustrious patriot with a yet
Harrison, as their chieftain, whose banner Commander, had the back part of his skull
which had hitherto conveyed the baggage, our officers engaged ; but the Colonel himself brighter and enduring halo of glory.
was to marshal them to victory, and to ef carried away. Gen. Harrison’s fare was
were fast becoming a serious impediment to disclaims all knowledge of the assumed fact.
Mason and Dixon's Line.—This line is fre
face the memory of that act of unaccounta invariably that of the common soldier ; and
No attempt was made to make prisoners of
the celerity of his advance.
Fie therefore
the Indians—the General being aware that quently referred to by writers in the newspa
ble cowardice, or treachery, which had in no night during the siege did he devote
determined to leave them under a strong the result of the battle would bring them vol pers, and by members of Congress in their
shrouded the nation in gloom, and tarnished more than an hour to repose.
guard, hasten his march, and trust to the untarily to his camp, sueing for peace and al speeches.—We copy from one of our ex
for a season the honor of the American
When the General flew to the defence of bravery and conduct of his troops in effect liance, as the event fully proved. The pow change papers the following historical ac
name. The Government was not slow to the menaced Fort, he made a requisition on ing their passage over the river.
At the er of the enemy in Upper Canada and among count of the line :
perceive and to gratify the general desire ; the Governor of Kentucky for 1500 militia, third unfordable stream, the bridge had been the Indian tribes of the North-west, over
Seven Commissioners were appointed by
and he was according!)’ appointed forthwith to assist in repelling the enemy. , Of these, wholly demolished as he was already aware, whom their influence had been unlimited Lord Baltimore on the part of Maryland, and
to the command of the North-Western army, however, only a part of a battalion joined and several hundred Indians appearing to for years ; was completely annihilated, and seven by Thomas and Richard Penn on tho
with directions to advance to Detroit, and him before the investment, while the re dispute the passage, commenced a heavy never was renewed during the war. All the part of Pennsylvania, to carry their agreement
even to reduce Malden, before the close of mainder descended the St. Mary’s and Au fire upon the opposite bank of the creek, artillery, munitions and baggage fell into our of the 4th of July, 1760, into effect. These
the season, if it should be found possible. Glaize, as convoys to urge supplies on with a cross fire from the other side of the hands ;and among the cannon were six brass Commissioners entered upon duty the 16th
field pieces bearing the inscription “ surren of November, 1760, and were engaged until
But the difficulties of organizing a sufficient their way to the Lake—An express sent to river. Two six-pounders were immediate dered by Burgoyne at Saratoga,” which had completion, the 9th November, 1768. Tho
force, from the ardent but wholly inexperi Gen. Clay to hasten his march, found him ly brought up, which soon routed the sava been retaken by the enemy at the surrender East and West line between Maryland and
enced volunteers who now flocked in thous at Fort Winchester, with his brigade redu ges, and served to cover the workmen who of Detroit by Hull. Five thousand stand of Pennsylvania, mentioned in their report, is
ands to their country’s standard, and of trans ced by detachments and by sickness, to a- were engaged in throwing a temporary small arms were either captured by the vic the line known as Mason’s and Dixon’s.
The survey was made by Mason and Dix
porting them with all their means of subsist bout 1100 effective men.
To offer battle bridge over the stream. As soon as our ar tors or destroyed by the enemy. In this
ence, and of offensive warfare, through the to an enemy of three times that number, my had made good their passage, the enemy brilliant engagement—the most decisive, per on, who were employed by the commission
immense forest which separated the Ohio would hardly be justified by the character retreated, after having set fire to their ves haps the most glorious, which took place in ers, in November, 1763, at the request of tho
the course ofthe war—the number engaged Proprietary of Maryland, and the Proprieta
from the Lakes, in the face of a victorious of his force ; while an attempt to throw sels, containing an immense quantity of mil on either side did not vary materially from ries of Pennsylvania.
enemy and his barbarian allies, were not himself into the Fort seemed almost neces itary stores which they could transport no 3500, and, though the character of our force
This Line is the political division of slave
easily surmounted. While the General was sarily to involve that issue.
Nevertheless, further. A great portfen of them, however, was unquestionably superior to that of the holding and non-slave-holding of the Northproceeding with the greatest energy, in the he resolved to hazard it ; and accordingly were rescued from a general conflagration by enemy, it must be remembered that this su ern and Southern States.
periority was amply compensated by the ad
execution of the plan which had been mark sent word to Harrison that he should make our troops.
West Point.—It is mentioned as a fact
vantages of the enemy’s position.
ed out for him, a hasty and ill-advised bis appearance on the morning of the 5th,
The next impediment encountered was a
highly creditable to the West Point Academovement by Gen. Winchester upon the between three o’clock and day-break.
After
the
victory
of
the
Thames,
Gen.
He rapid in the Thames, at a place called Ar
my, by the Army Chronicle, that no duel
river Raisin, contrary to the remonstrances did not, however, arrive in the vicinity until nold’s Mills, where it was necessary to cross Harrison was appointed to the chief com has ever taken place between two of the grad
mand
of
the
Eighth
Military
Division
of
the
of Harrison, was followed by the defeat and nine o’clock, having been delayed by heavy the river. The General hastily collected a
uates ; and rarely, if ever, has a challenge
capture of the officer in command, and the rains and darkness, and by the refusal of few boats and canoes which were found in United States, embracing the section which passed between a graduate and another per
he had so gallantly defended ; but there no son. What better argument than this could
entire frustration of the plan of the cam his pilots to enter the rapids of the Miami, the vicinity, and, directing each horseman longer remained an enemy to conquer. The
be adduced to prove the love of order, the
paign.
which are eighteen miles in length.
Mean to take a man of the infantry behind him, completeness of his success had left him no
All hope of retaking Detroit was, for that time, Gen. Harrison, perceiving an opportu he had his whole army across by mid-day. further opportunity of distinguishing himself existence of the kindest feelings, and the hab
its of discipline, inculcated among the cadets;
season, over.
There remained only to nity to profit by the ignorance and remiss Fie was now within twelve miles of the ene in the military service of his country.
At it should weigh much with the public in fa
transport back again, with great trouble ness of the enemy, despatched another mes my’s position, and, advancing eight of these, the close ofthe war, he resigned his commis vor of the institution, and counterbalance any
and cost, the provisions and stores which senger to Gen. Clay, directing him to land and receiving some general information with sion, and retired to his farm in the North trifling defects that may be supposed to, or
had been forwarded nearly to the frontier— six or eight hundred men on the north bank regard to his force, he directed Col. John Bend of the Ohio, a few miles below Cincin that actually do exist.
nati. Here he devoted himself to agricultur
to abandon them to the enemy—or to de of the river, above the enemy’s batteries, son to push forward with the mounted regi
al pursuits and the society of his friends, un
The last of Dade's Command.—A soldier of
fend them where they now were, in readi with orders to march down under cover of ment and procure further intelligence. In a til he was elected, in 1816, to represent the
ness for the opening of a new campaign. the woods, and, taking the besiegers by sur short time, the officer reported that his ad district in the National House of Representa Major Dade’s command, named Clark, and
the only one who escaped from the massa
The latter was the choice of Harrison.—Se prise, storm their works, spike their cannon, vance had been obstructed by the enemy, tives. He distinguished himself in Congress cre of that command by the Indians, left this
lecting a position at the foot of the Miami blow' up their batteries, and retreat with all who had formed directly across his line of by originating and zealously maintaining a place for New York, on Thursday morning
plan for the better organization of our militia, last. His story, part of which we have be
Rapids, so as to completely command the celerity to their boats ; but if that were march.
which he deemed the only proper and safe fore seen published, is a strange one. He
navigation of the river ; he formed there a found impracticable, to file off under the
General Flarrison immediately formed his
general depot for the artillery, provisions foot of a hill where they would be protected troops in order of battle, with an ability defence of a republic, and which his experi was discovered among the putrifying bodies
ence had proved abundantly efficient for that of the dead, by Col. Read, who was sent in
and military stores, and erecting such de by the guns of the Fort.
This enterprise and profound forecast which has never been purpose, when directed by a commander of search of the company, three days after the
fences as the nature of the case would admit would have been entirely successful, not exceeded. The enemy were strongly post address and ability. Upon the death of the
massacre. He was severely wounded in five
of, he gave it the name of Fort Meigs, in withstanding the unfortunate and unavoida ed on the bank of the Thames, with their Polish patriot Kosciusko, the compatriot of
places, and only escaped the fate of his fel
compliment to the worthy and patriotic ble delay ; and so far as surprising the bat right resting on that river, where their artil Washington and the men of the Revolution, low soldiers by feigning that he was dead aGovernor of Ohio. Here the whole mater teries and spiking the cannon, it was exe lery was stationed ; their left, consisting of he offered a resolution in honor of his memo mid all the tortures which were inflicted on
riel of our army for the ensuing campaign cuted without the loss of a man ; but Col. their savage allies, defended by a wooded ry, which he supported in an eloquent and him. He was taken to the camp there and in
classical speech, which has been ranked awas deposited.
Dudley, who commanded the detachment, swamp, and their centre, consisting of their mong the most brilliant efforts of Congres a measure restored, when he embarked for N.
Gen. Proctor, who commanded the Brit finding himself momentarily master of the regular infantry, protected by a beech for sional oratory. At the end of his term, he Orleans. Like all the other soldiers in that
campaign, he received no pay from govern
ish force in Upper Canada, with his head field, forgot that he was in the neighborhood est. The General saw that to attempt to declined a re-election, and returned to the ment, and was brought thus far on his way
quarters at Detroit, had been ordered to re of an immensely superior
foe, refused to outflank the enemy’s wing was of course cultivation of his farm. But in 1822 he was homeward, together with another soldier who
inforce the Niagara frontier with all the dis blow up the batteries, and suffered himself impracticable, while to attack them in front elected to represent the State of Ohio in the took care of him, by the generosity of the
posable troops at his command.
He did to be amused by a handful of Indians, and must prove equally difficult, tedious, and e- Senate ofthe United States, and continued in Captain.— Wheeling Gazette.
that station until 1828, with unbounded pop
not deem it advisable, however, to weaken drawn off into the bushes and swamps in ven if fully successful must be attended with
ularity and influence.
The Philadelphia Commercial Herald
his position at Detroit, while a formidable pursuit of them, in direct violation of his great loss. He therefore determined on a
In the latter year he was appointed Minis says,—
enemy remained in its neighborhood ; and orders. The consequences were such as manœuvre without parallel in the annals of
ter Plenipotentiary to the Republic ofColumWe have not been the advocate of Gen.
he determined to attack and reduce Fort might have been expected.
The enemy ancient or modern warfare.
He perceived
bia, but was recalled purely on partisan Harrison, but there is no denying that popu
Meigs, destroy the stores there collected, brought a force of overwhelming superiority that the key to the whole position was its grounds in 1829, before the news of his arri lar sentiment in this State is decidedly in fa
and thus avert the danger with which he from the camp, cut off his retreat to the centre, and that in that quarter alone was it val at Bogota had reached this country. vor of Harrison and Granger, nor that they
was himself threatened, and then he could boats or to the Fort, and compelled a great vulnerable to an impetuous and decisive at Since his return, he has resided on his farm will be supported by a large portion of the
i
with safety comply with the order which portion of his corps to surrender.
Harri tack. Knowing well the excellence of the in Ohio, maintaining a large family by the same
class of persons who supportedGeneral
summoned him to the relief of the Lower son made the most determined efforts for volunteer corps of mounted riflemen, their labor of his hands, removed from the politic- .Jackson in ’28 and ’32.
Province. On the first suspicion of this de his relief, but without effect. Three sorties unrivalled capacity for forest service, where al commotions by which the country has
Half the Road.—We are informed that two
sign, Gov. Harrison flew to the defence of were made from the Fort* in one of which ordinary cavalry would be totally useless, been convulsed, and scorning the paltry arti
fices and petty intrigues by which political ladies
1
from Freeport were upset in a chaise
he
determined
to
break
the
British
lines,
by
the Fort, where he arrived on the 22d of A- two batteries were carried, the cannon spi
distinction is too often so unworthily obtain- jand considerably injured last week, on their
pril, 1813. The haste of his march had ked, and a number of prisoners taken. But a determined charge of Col. Johnson’s Ken ed.—Enjoying in a serene contentment and way to Brunswick, by the carelessness or illonly enabled him to call around him a body the spirit of these demonstrations fully con tuckians on the centre of their position. He the conscious rectitude of an honest heart, the breeding
I
ot a teamster, who neglected to give
i
of three hundred men ; and his whole force, vinced Gen. Proctor of the impossibility of therefore directed that this regiment should evening of a life he has devoted to the ser- them
their rights. Perhaps it is not general
] understood, that a team, loaded or unload
when he took command of the Fort, did not prosecuting the siege to a successful issue ; be drawn up in close column, with its right vice of his country, he has rather shunned ly
<
can claim no more than half the road.
exceed fifteen hundred, of whom full one- and he accordingly raised it and prepared at the distance of fifty yards from the wood, than sought the enthusiastic testimonials ofa ed,
Brunswick Pioneer.
third were on the sick list throughout the for a precipitate retreat, which he effected and still further from the river, so as to be nation’s gratitude which have been spontane
ously showered upon him ; and it is only
protected by the forest from the enemy’s ar
siege. This force was entirely inadequate on the 9th May.
within the last few months that he has yield
The President of the United States on Sun
The tide of ill fortune with which our tillery, and its left upon the swamp which ed to the pressing solicitations of the gener- day
to the importance of the post or the number
<
evening 10th inst. sat out on his journey
of its assailants, and a requisition had been arms had thus far struggled from the very formed the right of the enemy’s position. ous sons of the west, in partaking of the pub- to
( the Hermitage, in Tennessee, taking the
made on the Secretary of War for a rein commencement oí the war was now effectu The infantry was drawn up in two lines, lie hospitalities which have been pressed up- mail
i
boat for Fredericksburg, accompanied
forcement, but it was not attended to.
It ally turned. The clouds which had gather- confronting the entire force of the British ; on his acceptance and thrilling their fenpas- by Major Donaldson, his private Secretary.

[From the Charleston Patriot, July 5.J
j
Treasury CircuTar.—Tha
Washington
[From the N. 1. Courier aW fncpifrer.]
From St. Augustine—The steam packet, Globe publishes a Circular, from the TreasuHARD MONEY CURRENCY.
Dolphin, Capt. Penoyer, arrived here on Sat- ' ry Department, to the receivers of the public
Congress having adjourned, the official
The
Creek
War.
—
The
following
extract
Latest from Europe.—By the ships Onta
tirday evening from St. Augustine via St. money, and the deposite banks, requiring journal has commenced, as in duty hound
rio from London, and Shakspeare from Liv from a despatch from Gem Scott to the War Mary. Capt. P. brought no papers, but com them after the 15th of August next to receive the Presidential electioneering campaign'
erpool, we have received London papers to Department, gives the latest account of the municated verbally the following melancholy nothing (with some trivial reservations) but and the burden of its song is, as usual, hard
gold and silver, in payment of proceeds of money, paper ragsrbank aristocracy, rich and
May 11. It is stated by the New York Daily operations of his army. Although it does not intelligence.
lands.
We are not sufficiently
Advertiser that the Shakspeare has on board give a very clear view of the state of affairs,
Major Julius F. Heilman, of the 2d Regi the public
.
------------------------------------------- ---J poor. Of the first, according to the Washin«
the largest and most valuable cargo ever it leads us to infer that there remained a very ment of U. S. Artillery, commanding the post conversant with the subject of land purchases ton Globe, Mr. Van Buren is the decided
few
of
the
enemy
in
arms.
—
Boston
Pat.
brought to this country from Liverpool. The
on the west of the St. Johns, died at Fort to judge whay will be the precise bearing of friend, of all that follow, the bitterest enernv
Ontario has on board £125,000 sterling in Extract from General Scoffs official despatch to Drane on the 27th of June.
I1 this measure. The declared object of it, is to It would be more gratifying to our nation'!
gold.
the War Department, of 2d July, 1836.
From the Garrison at St. Johns we have suppress frauds, and to withhold facilities for pride to see a journal, which claims to be n/
The House of Commons on the 10th re
“ Head Quarters, Army of the South,
the most disastrous accounts—of 24J men, the monopoly of the public lands, in the excellence, the organ of the administration an"
jected the amendments of the Lords to the
“ Fort Mitchell, July 2, 1836.
130 were sick, among whom were 5 officers hands of speculators and capitalists, to the in- peal in the pursuit of its plans, to the good
Irish Municipal Bill, by a vote of 324, to 238,
1 ju,,y
actual settlers, and tot discourage the sense of the people,
rather than,
endeavor to
6i Sir—Since my last letter, I have been out______
of 10.
1
i
,
--------- U endeavor to
showing an increasing ministerial majority in down the river to organize the service as low j At the post at Gregory
’s _Ferry,; there
were extension of bank issues.. It
I is not apparent take advantage of their ignorance—to see it
__ o
as Irwinton, and to put the disposable force j near 50
52 families from the interior
:___ _ —all sickly, how the measure is . to have this effect, so address them in the language of reason, rath
the House.
It was reported that the French Ministry of Georgia, after nearly doubling ithe
guards anj frorn two to four dying daily from chills, long as the specie when paid is to be deposit- : er than trust to the effect on them of common
‘
was to sustain a change in Marshal Maison on the left bank of this river, handsomely
1
| ed in the very banks which afford the facili-1 place slang.
in ‘ feversand the measles,’
being succeeded by Marshal Molitor and the field. I am now but „just emerged from i The blindings at Fort King, which had ! ties. The circular is preceded in the Globe ;
But so it is, and we will for once take the
Gen. Guilleminot, in the Department of War, the creeks and swamps
to the south and i been destroyed, have since been burned by by a long and elaborate commentary.
t
Globe at its word, and Mr. Van Buren’s bio®,
and M. Duchatel, by M. D’Argout, in that of south-west. The Georgiansi moved in two | [|ie Indians.
Boston Daily Adv.
rapher—admitting Mr. Van Buren to be a
Finance.
columns, with three small battalions of Uni-1 A gentleman passenger in the Dolphin,
real hard money man and opposed to what
The National Intelligencer says :
A letter from Toulon, dated June 1, men ted States artillery, under Majors^ Pierce, j states that a skirmish took place in the vicinWe do this the
“ We do not speak of the measure which ! is termed a paper system.
tions that the American squadron, under the Lomux, and Erving. I retained the immedi- j jty of Fort brane, between a scouting party
it embodies, for we regard the whole proce- > more willingly, because we think there is too
command of Commodore Elliot, had anchor ate command of one of those columns, and j who went out for the purpose of driving in a
much good sense in the Union to believe
ed in the roadstead, and after a short stay set gave the other to Major General Sanford, body of cattle, and a party of Indians who dure which it indicates either as an -experi- i that a system under which its citizens have
rnent upon public credulity, to be used at the '
sail again for Genoa, on its way to the Archi The two amounted to about 1,200 men. We were engaged in the same object, and that'coming election, but to be'
’
’ : abandoned before! been so eminently prosperous, is decidedly
pelago.—Boston Daily Adv.
moved with pack horses, the country being four of the latter were killed.
,I the
. time
.
comes
for
enforcing
it, or as a mens- j injurious to them, and that they will elevafe
LONDON, JUNE 10.
so deluged with rain that no wagon could ac
1 ure of the same arbitrary’ character as the re- j him to the highest office in the nation, who
The relations of France with Turkey are company either column.
I saw no recent
From the Southland latest frovi the seat of mova| of the plrbrjc deposites in 1833, ernana- proclaims himself its determined opponent.
in danger of being disturbed by the conduct trail of more than two or three Indians, which war. From the Montgomery (Alabama) z\d-1 ting from the imperious will of an irrespon- | A ...
paper system whose foundations
.... ,.are
1U
of the Porte towards the Pacha of Tripoli— were directed towards this place or Tuske vertiser of the 25th June, we are furnished ' sib[e Magistrate, the execution of which will cref!it, so far from bestowing unjust advantanow in close alliance with the French Gov gee, no doubt far the purpose of surrender.
with the following important article of not only effectually cripple the deposite ges on the rich, is on its very face and eraernment. The President of the Council has
‘‘One hostile warrior only we picked up, news :—
banks, but produce universally a derange i phatically,- the friend of the poor. It had it»;
instructed Admiral Roussin to inform the who declared that he was going in to give
origin in poverty. The very term of credit
THE
CREEK
WAR
ENDED.
ment of all the business of the country.”
Porte that France can and will defend her al himself up.
implies to a certain extent the absence o£
We
have
the
gratification
of
announcing
ly the Pacha, even though in so doing she
“ The number of hostile warriorsnow here to our readers, that the war with the Creek
Jfr. Madison.—We have seen a letter money. The rich man needs it not. h ¡¡j.
should be driven to re-enact the scene of Na in confinement is about 480, most of them .
! Indians has been brought to a successful ter
Mr. Madison dictated, signed and the poor man who with honesty and industry
varino. This energetic language will be un with their families.
The whole number of mination through the unceasing activity and ! which
liauacu>
, t some i! is by its means enabled to enter in the lists
franked, on Monday evening, 27thUIl>
ult.,
derstood by the Sultan. A letter from Tou prisoners at Tuskegee, the Alabama and
with the . capitalist.
How few mechanics
zeal of the Alabama troops aided by | tweJve or fifteen
before his. death.
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• . ..........are
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lon says : “ We are assured that the great ar friendly Indian camps west of this, Major earnest
the friendly Indians, under the command of !ias a|| the markso ch
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maments preparing here are not for the Le General Jessop is enabled to give me with
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I he Signature
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vant, but for Spain.
What gives credit to accuracy. He thinksthere might have been Jim Boy and Opothle-Yoholo.
credit
cannot
be
given
to
Generals
Jessup
confused
and
blotted,
6160*^1*
B
igibl^journeymen,
compared
with
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number,
whothese reports is the order to Admiral Hugoh yesterday about 350 warriors at those places,
It ’' ! n>3ed by it, have become independent in their
•
•
■
........
a hand
tremulous
from
debility,
not to quit these coasts. This squadron is to besides women and children and the party of and Patterson and to the whole army under ting
155
circumstances
!
And
yet
this
is
the
systemcruise between Toulon and the Gulf of Muta Neah-Mico, 150, whom I desired him some their control, for the signal victory they have certainly the very last lime he had a pen in
which Mr. Van Buren would annihilate, and
re, and troops will always be ready to be em days ago to cause to be disarmed. This ser obtained over our hostile foes, The reward his hand.
ofthe brave and the virtuous awaits them.
We understand that lie left, ready for the on the annihilation of which his friends ad
barked on board our ships, and be carried vice will probably be performed to-day.
vocate his election.
Extract of a private letter to the Editor.
press, to which it will be forthwith given, a
wherever they may be wanted.”
“ I enclose a note from Major General Pat
Take
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Extract of a letter from Athens, dated May terson to Major General Jessup, which shows
bostiles to
to which
which formed
the Federal
Federal Constitution,
“ Dear Sir—Ou yesterday the
the bostiles
formed the
Constitution, ta-I ?Pd " w l>e/een that the benefits which
2:—“ The absence of the King is likely to that .100 warriors may be added to the fore
produce a general rebellion. The insurgents, going number, including a noted leader, Jim the number of 300 warriors, :and 550 women ; ken at the time, with notes, &e. and a com- b.aVefrom, th'f J’“?®*- ?r fredlt ?'“>»ndilional surren
surren-! pensions liistorv of the events which led to I a,e v*s|We thioughoilt the whole surface of
and children, made an unconditional
who had retired to the frontiers, have already Henry.
About sixty ne-1 the call of that Convention. The work will i °W ex,.e.nded country, and have been expeadvanced again. All the environs of Zeit“ I received yesterday a letter from Col. der of themselves and arms. t few less than I make two large octavo volumes, and be pub- "«need in every branch <4 human industry.
otmi are a prey to fire and sword. The smal Henderson, who- is engaged in erecting a groes have been given up—a few less than I make two large octavo volumes, and be publer bands display a frightful audacity, and shed, &c. on this side of the river, at the head one hundred still remain in the swamps, and , lished simultaneously in this country and in Towns and villages have by its assistance
]It is hazarding little to say, that sprang into existence, and communities
r"' whole
■ i i England.
-•
the government troops do not move from the of summer navigation, for the reception ofar- will have to be hunted down. The
plains.”
number
of
hostile
warriors
did
not
exceed
j
no
Work
of
greater• interest and importance grown up where otherwise all would still be
my supplies from New Orleans.
It contains
Intelligence from Bayonne, dated 7tb, con this paragraph—“ I am led to believe that the 600. The camp of Neah-Mico, regarded as ever issued from the American press.
His a wilderness. Look at the earliest advances
firms that which we yesterday published, in position you directed my command to occu uncertain, was broken up, and the doubtful correspondence and other writings will be of a small country town, and it will be seen
respect to the attack made by the Carlists on py, has been productive of important results. took refuge in the camps of friendly Chiefs. published, from time to lime, and will consti its first step is the establishment of an institu
the (Christine)) line extending from St. Sebas The day after the expedition of our two
“ We are all pleased with this termination tute a mass of the most valuable political lit tion whose credit currency may serve them
in the stead of capital. Does this paper or
tian to Passages. The attack was made by companies and part of Capt. Love’s troop, of hostilities. The loss of a single man on erature in the language.
10 battalions. The Carlists were repulsed at 250 of the hostile Indians, men, women, &c. our part, would have rendered the victory a
He left—with the exception of legacies to credit currency not also furnish the merchant
the means of extending his enterprises, of pur
all points, and with the loss of 300 men.
belonging to Jim Henry’s band, surrendered dear one. It is entirely unstained with blood, the amount of thirteen thousand dollars, in chasing to a greater degree the products of
Up to the 1st inst. nothing new had occur to General Watson without firing a gun.
and is complete.”
cluding one of 31500 to the University, and
red in Vittoria.
another of $4000 to the Colonization Society the farm or plantation ? Does it not by giv
“ It is now thought by the best informed,
ing the employer the power to extend his
Egypt.—The Swabian Mercury contains that there cannot now be in the late Creek
77/e Creek War.—The following extract —the whole of his estate to Mrs. Madison, business, whatever that may be, give him also
the following intelligence from Alexandria, country more than from forty
who is constituted sole executrix.
to sixty iJV/CiUlU
hostile j UVI1J
IUI
from a 1letter
LIV. 1 Ifrom
I
I 1J KJIC1J.
Gen. kJVUll,
Scott, gives
I V U» VV
whatever
11 3. It! V
the power to furnish employment to a larger
dated April 25
“ The army of Mehemet warriors. F
■'
'have sent' word• that ‘ additional news of the Creek War has reached
Fredericksburg Arena.
Some of'* these
number of individuals ? It would be a pity
Ali has been completely annihilated near they will soon be here, and are probably only us.
Djeddar ; more than 60 officers in their flight delayed by the swell in the Euchee creek,
John R.Simpson, Mr. Henshaw’s candidate indeed to refuse iMr. Van Buren the credit
Head Quarters, Army of the South, ?
which his friends so zealously claim for him
have arrived in Egypt. A corps of 4000 E- which renders it difficult to pass.
Fort Mitchell, July 4, 1836.
5 for Collector of Boston, has been engaged in
—that of a determination to destroy this sys
gyptians had taken refuge in Arabia, after
“ A few minutes after my arrival at Roan
No official report bad been received up to making trouble in the administration ranks in
tem—and substituting in its stead, one
deserting the flag of the Viceroy.”
oke, fifteen miles above Irwinton, on the 25th the time of my leaving Roanoke, from Col. | New Hampshire. The object of his visit to
which, if he could carry it into execution,
ult., two Indian trails, leading to Florida, were Beall and Capt. Jeriagar, who commanded ' that State, was to obtain a nomination of his
FROM MEXICO.
reported to me—one three and a half, the oth the two detachments of horse sent by me on ; brother for Congress. In attempting to car would diminish the value of real estate and
From late Mexican papers it appears prob er one and a half miles below me, and res the 25th ultimo in pursuit of the parties of ry this point, he attacked the private charac property in every form, would throw half the
able that Gen. Filasola will be dismissed by pectively one and two days old. Not a min- Indians who had crossed the Chattahoochee ter of the Hon. Franklin Pierce, one of the citizens of the Union out of employment, and
place the many at the mercy of a few who
bis government,
for ute was lostin organizing two detachments on the 23^feap.d 24th.
...„„v-.n, if
.. not
«yv treated
ovmvM with
vv.m rigor,
ngvi, ivi
I know, however, i Representatives in Congress from that State.
obeying 1the orders given by Sama Anna af. j of horse 10 give pl„.s„it. I have a note from througlA'esjfectable channels, that the two The friends of the latter gentleman gave him possessed in abundance bis hard money cur
rency.
ter
and thus
who Vcommanded
one VI
of Life
the MVde- detachments had overtaken the Indians about notice of the slanders of Simpson, and he im
d his captivity,
.
. 1puttiin>.'j?.
1 8”®. t0 I . Col. Beall, VVIJLW
.Vlli UiHUUUU UilU
le campaign. Bj' a decree of the Mexican , tachments, (three companies, and six friendly the 28th, Jn Baker county, and had surround- j mediately wrote home a frank denial of the
Small Notes.—It seems that the legislators
Congress all Santa Annas acts, while a
a,i Indians, with subsistence for four days,) from ed them in a large swamp. The fugitives, charges, and John K. was informed that he even of New Hampshire were wiser than
prisoner, are declared null and void.
which
I
a.,,
«iridd
ih«,.
hv
¿«bed
J
”
which Iiam afraid that he baited at Fort probably, do not exceed sixty warriors, al had better return home and attend to his those of Maine, and had much more regard
Gen. Filasola asserts that Santa Anna had | Gaines, anTh^rn^
thZ fugffives were
though represented by rumor to amount to 1 own business. It is thought that Pierce will for the interests and wishes of the people.
with him but /00 men. He does not mention kj|{ing the inhabitants of Baker county, con- more than three hundred. Col. Beall, I again cowskin Simpson, on his return home.
On the introduction of a bill to prohibit the
the additional 500 men who joined him pre-1 tented himself with sending thirty men to hope, will give a good account of them.
He
JVew Bedford Mercury.
circulation of small bills, it was opposed by
vious to the engagement,
.. General Houston, their assistance, instead of marching with his was collecting the forces of the neighborhood
John K. Simpson was not the only indi the Van Buren party,—and in less than ten
in his official despatch,, expressly states that 1 whole force, about 175 men.
He was in- to make sure of his game.
ma 11 a
lz 1
j
• 11
i
•
i
•
i
vidual in this State, who indulged in attacks miputes after its introduction, its considera
the number of the Mexicans
killed rii»
or talzan
taken I structed
specially and minutely, in a letter
Parlies will be continually kept scouring
prisoners, was over 1300; and he specifies written with my own hand, never to give up the Indian country to force in the handfuls of j upon the private character of Col. Pierce. tion was postponed. On the subject of such
There was evidently a concerted plan to i a lawr, the New Hampshire Statesman re
the exact number of each.
the pursuit till stopped by starvation. ’JI have the enemy remaining out.
Major Generals break down his standing, and with the aid of marks :—
Portland. Adv.
MEXICAN OFFICIALS.
better hopes of the other detachment, com■' Jessup and Sanford, as well as Brigadier!
“ Other States have been induced, not by a
[circular.]
manded by an excellent partisan, Capt. Jer-1 General Moore, have my instructions to that his vote on the distribution bill, they will
Department of the Army and, Navy.
ningan. No report is received from him. It | effect. The former, after a detention here doubtless put an end to his career as a public regard for the interests of their citizens, to
adopt the plan proposed, and its operation is
His excellency the Provisional President of was expected, however, that the two trails of ten or twelve days, proceeded last evening man.—JV. H. Statesman.
any thing but favorable to their convenience
the Mexican Republic has been pleased to would unite, and the two detachments be-1 to the head quarters of Major General PatCaution.—The New York Enquirer says or their prosperity. It is in fact a party pro
forward to me the following decree:
come one. I think that no other party has terson, to the west.
Yesterday a party of U.
DECREE.
got across the river, and such are now the S-marines, a few mounted volunteers and that counterfeit five dollar bills of the Ex ject, and as such has been carried, wherever
The Provisional President of the Mexican numbers, (since the Georgians got their aivns,) friendly Indians, scoured the country be change Bank of this city, are in circulation. adopted, and Was here proposed as such, and
Republic to the citizens.
! and the vigilance displayed on the other side, tween the Euchee and Hatchee Chubbee They are payable to N. J. and signed J. J. as such must be here carried, if carried at all.
Be it known that the General Congress has that it.would seem impossible for emigrating thoroughly, and to the extent of about twelve Brown, Cashier, and A. Ware, President. Those, therefore, who favor it, will do well to
I hey are well executed.—Portland Adv.
reflect, that just in the proportion which the
decreed as follows :
I parties to escape to Florida.
miles up those creeks. Coming up last night
majority bears to the minority, does the
Article 1. The government will appeal to I “ Ir believe that there has
has hardly been a in a steamboat, I learned from Col. HenderThe fact that the salute of H. B. M. brig weight of the evil which is here contemplated
the patriotism of the Mexican people, and sharp
on this side
of the
river,
. wmnsi
« skirmishfk;.,
.r.i.....
whilst
! son,
at his camp, that sixteen women, boys
will exert all the means in its power to carry | there have been many hot rencounters on the and children, were captured on the Chatta Savage, could be answered at this port only fall upon their own friends. It is not pre
on the war in Texas until the national honor i Georgia bank. The latter were made by the hoochee—the warriors of the same party hav by a subscription salute from Derby wharf, tended that the bank paper which constitutes
is vindicated, the interests of the Republic more desperate of the enemy, and in every ing escaped across the river, abandoning mortified some people a little, but the follow the currency of New Hampshire is unsafe;
secured, and the liberty of the President Gen instance probably to cover the passage of their families. I immediately sent off an ex ing paragraph shows that the great city of and if safe, that portion which is made up of
eral restored.
families endeavoring to emigrate to Florida, press to give the intelligence to all the posts New York has just been placed in the same the small bills is equally safe with the other,
and we apprehend that no one will say that
2.The successful co-operation of any na
or to capture the horses, provisions, &c., ne as low as Roanoke, with precise instructions awkward predicament.—Salem Gaz.
tive citizen or foreigner, in restoring to liberty cessary to facilitate emigration. Partial suc- for discovering the trail and pursuing. I do
The frigate 1’Artemise, of 52 guns, has small bills are not convenient. They are pe
the said President General, will be esteemed i cesses were obtained by the enemy in several not doubt that two or three companies of been much admired by visiters for her fine culiarly so; as through the whole state, the
a distinguished service by the Congress, with of those affairs ; in others they were repul horse were in motion by daylight this morn model, great neatness, and the apparent effi business is, of necessity, »principally confined
the intention of rewarding it in an honorable sed ; and in all k was seen that to escape ing in pursuit of the fugitives.
ciency of her armament and crew. Immedi to the smaller bills. Not because the larger
manner.
with families, packs, &c. would be extreme
ately on her arrival at New York, her com bills are not in circulation, but because in the
3. The government will carry into effect
ly hazardous.—Consequently, the HitcheeIndian War in Texas.—A letter in the New mander, Chevalier de la Place intimated his ordinary every day business of the working
the provisions of the first article, without pay tees have generally sent in or abandoned ! Orleans Bulletin from President Burnet of desire to interchange national civilties, but it people—farmers, mechanics, &c. the small
ing any attention to any stipulations made, or their families, and, with a few individuals of Texas, to General Thomas J. Green, dated appeared that Gen? Jackson had ordered off bills are so much more convenient, that we
to be made with the enemy, by the captive other tribes have, finally, by some extraordi Velasco, June 6th, confirms the previous ac to the south every regular fit for duly, inclu doubt not, in ninety-nine eases in every one
President, all of which are declared and are nary neglect at and below Roanoke, succeed counts received of depredations committed ding marines, so that there were not enough hundred where bank notes change hands,
to be considered as null and void.
ed in getting over the Chattahoochee.
by the Indians, and mentions that they are left at this station to fire a salute. In this di they are of a less denomination than $10.
[There are a few other articles respecting
“ The general surrender, in most cases embodied to the number of about 400, near lemma, a corps of civic artillery returned the Under such circumstances it would be the
the manner of apportioning the raising of new
height of folly—a little short of downright
voluntary, of the enemy, may be attributed to the Antonio road, on the east side ofthe Bras- frigate’s salute from the battery.
troops.]
madness, to prohibit the circulation of such
many movements and arrangements on our os. He then directs Gens. Green and Felix
JV*.
Y.
Journal
Com.
ANTONIO MONTOZA,
notes, when there cannot possibly be the least
part. It was known that large forces were Houston to proceed forthwith in pursuit of
President of Congress.
gathering all around the country ; the river them with two four pound field pieces, and
There was a violent hail storm in Dinwid advantage derived from the measure.
[Dated at the palace of the National Gov
“ The same proposition wras last year intro
to obtain an auxiliary force of 100 mounted dle County, Virginia, on the 23d ult. The
was
early
pretty
well
guarded
by
the
Georgi

ernment, Mexico, 20th May, and signed by
duced into the House of Representatives in
men from Gen. Rusk.
ans,
aided
by
two
well
manned
steamers
wheat
fields
were
cut
down
—
the
corn
des

the Secretary, the Provisional President, the
the shape of a resolution, declaring its expe
cruising up and down.
One of these des
troyed, and the fruit beaten from the trees.
Secretary of the Army and Navy, &c.]
troyed many canoes, rafts, &c.
Major Gen
Appropriations.—We are informed by the In some places the ground was covered with diency, at which time, we believe there were
not ten members in the House favorable to
[circular.]
eral Sanford crossed the bridge at Columbus, National Intelligencer that the amount of ap ice to the depth of some inches.
il ; and as might be expected, under suchThe Provisional President of the Mexican and took up his camp four miles further, ear propriations made by acts passed during the
circumstances, the resolution was disposed of
Republic to the citizens.
ly in June ; and although he had about 2000 late session of Congress is about 835,000,000.
Killed by a bee sting.—Mr. White, of the
Be it known with a view to manifest the unarmed men. with but 400 armed, the ene Of this immense amount, more than thirteen firm of Woodruff & White, Louisville, Ken in the most summary manner—by an indefi
just feeling of the nation and the army, excited my thought all Georgia was pouring into and a half millions are appropriated to carry tucky, while examining a bee-hive on Mon nite postponement without discussion, after
-by the captivity of that eminent friend of his their country. About the same time Major into effect Indian treaties, and to defray the day, June 27th, was stung on the temple by a having laid upon the table something more
country, bon Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, Genera] Jessup made his entry into the heart
He was in than a week. The opinions of the members
expenses of suppressing Indian hostilities, ex bee, and immediately expired.
the following regulations are to be observed. of the nation with a large force of Alabami clusive of the expenses of the Army.
The the enjoyment of good health in the morning of the present Legislatuse, we have reason to
believe, are not essentially different, and it
1. In the daily orders of the Army in all ans and friendly Indians. This latter move appropriations for
the Army amount and was buried in the evening.
garrisons and military bodies, the following ment precipitated and favored a general sur to 84.000,000, for the Navy 36,250,000, for
does not now appear to us that any party
words are to be inserted :
considerations can lead to the adoption of
render.”
fortifications nearly 83,000,000, for harbors
Anti-Abolition Rioters.—Some days ago we
H On the 21st of April, 1836, Don Antonio
over 81,000,000, for the Cumberland road published in the Advertiser an account of a such a measure, against their own convic
Lopez de Santa Anna, President General of
tions of right and the interest of their constit
3600,000, Civil List 83,000,000. Notwith
the Republic, was made prisoner, fighting to
The Creek War.—The news announced in standing this enormous amount of appropri disturbance of a public meeting in Bridgton, uents. But stranger things have happened.”
preserve the integrity of the national terri the following letter published in the Wash ations, the Intelligencer adds that there is no which was led on by Nath’l. S. Littlefield,
Esq. of that town.
Mr. Littlefield and the
tory.”
Banks in Maine.—The thirty six Banks in
ington
Globe
of Monday,
in . connexion with
that mu
the oui
surplus,
subject
to UI
distribution
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•>" ( doubt HJUL
j?lUOj -OUI
’IÜUI, IU
dll IUU11 on
2. During the captivity of his excellency
previous information from the theatre
rheati-o of
r,r war, i under the late act of Congress, will exceed associate disturbers,*to the number of twelve Maine, according to the official report of their
or
thirteen,
have
been
indicted
before
the
the President of the Republic, a band of black shows that the campaign must be nearly at
condition on the first Monday in Jone last,
820,000,000.—Boston Patriot.
Grand Jury, and pleaded guilty. Mr. Little- had an aggregate capital of $3,935,000, bills
crape shall be attached to the colors and an end.
fiefd
has
been
fined
twenty
five
dollars,
and
!
in circularion 31,788','0407depoiite7on interstandards of the troops of the Mexican Army. Extract of a letter from the
Postmaster at
est $834,929, not on interest 3409,195 ;-speGov. Carrol, one of the commissioners for the others five dollars each.—Portland Adv.
3. The national flag shall be lowered halfColumbus, Georgia, to the Postmaster
the sale of the Chickasaw reservation, has re
-cje on kancj 3i7(j}9g95 debts exclusive of balmast, until the President General is restored
General, dated July 2, 1836.
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to liberty.
turned to Nashville from Pontotoc.
The
Young Sherburne, who shot Key in a duel, I nances
Other 1banks
“ We have information to-day from Fort Nashville Union says, the sales are among
Mexico, Palace of the Jfational Government, i initchell,
semi-annual dividend 3153,428
has not been dismissed from the Navy by the j of last
^ast semi-rinnnal
$153:428;; 'aaupi
Mitchell,
upon
which
reliance
can
be
placed.
May 20, 1836.
u'avcu,; the best ever made in America, and yielded i President as renorted
mount of bills under five dollars in circulation
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l,a ijuii 2.500,000
dollars, which was paid to the Aspotted.
that yesterdg
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ouu uvu at)|
$266,676. ________________________
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sales ar
are«| Two
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treaty, for the use and benefit ofj diner
Michigan assembled on
----- .- paper mills have had the small pox, ta ' ton, Louisville and Cincinnati, have raised
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Virgìnia.—A Whig State Convention was

Weinvite attention to the following Extract 1 [From th® New York Courier & Enq. 20th inst.] 1 To the Honourable Court of County Commit
nomin-1 from an excellent speech on the Deposite Bill
THE CREEK WAR.—LATEST.
szoners,
m a. to be „4
held at Alfred, within and faf,
the County of York, on the Tuesday next'
ated Gen. William H. Harrison for the delivered in the Senate by Mr. Tallmadge, one
SATURDAY, JULY 23, 1836.
Major Gen. Scott had arrived at Norfolk
preceding the last Monday of May, A. D.
Presidency, and John Tyler, of Virginia, for of the most honest and intelligent of the sup- on his return from Florida, and proceeded to
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
Vice President. The Electoral Ticket nom-! porters of the administration
Baltimore. He had issued, from Columbus,
OUR Petitioners would respectfully rep
inated by the supporters of Judge White was | « The credit system”—that is, the sound Ga>, July 7, his general orders on surrender
FOR PRESIDENT.
resent, that the present travelled post
ing the command of the Southern army to
which, if elected, it is alleged, will paper currency and banking system—“The Gen. Jessup.
road, from near the dwelling-house of Isaac
WIÏÆIAM H. ÌIASIBISOM. adopted,
give the vote of the State to Gen. Harrison, if
system,” said Mr. Senator Tallmadge,
In these he states that the Creek war may Bowden, in said York, to York Court House,
FOR VICE PRESIDENT.
he needs it to secure his election by the Peo- »’.his very able speech on the Deposite Bill, be considered virtually over ; that two parties is very narrow and circuitous; so much so,
, m
i “ is the distinguishing feature between desthat in blocking snows, the mail is obstructed
FRANCIS GRANGER.
pie. The Richmond Whig, a leading oppo- j potism and liberty ; it is the offspring of free of hostile Indians which had escaped on that in its passage on said road. Your Petitioners
side of the Chattahoochie were hotly pursu
sition journal-in this State, which has hitherto institutions : it is found to exist, and its influ- ed ; the larger was shut up in a swamp, and would therefore pray your Honours, to view
'supported Judge White for the Presidency, ! ence is felt’ in proportion to the freedom en- their capture seemed inevitable, and the other said road, and widen and straighten, and alter
and locate the same, or lay out a new road,
has rcecn.lv he,.led down ,l,n Whh.
......... J^f1 bT ?“/ Pe0Ple' T? the United States
OOIT’.YTS'®
liasrecently hauled down the White and run has been left the honor of maturing and per was expected to share the same fate.
as may be deemed expedient.
up
the
Harrison
flag.
fecting this system. To the United States,
CHARLES O. EMERSON, and 40 others.
Citizens of the County of Yrork, who are
HYMENEAL
York, May 16, 1836.
also is the honor due of having first applied
opposed to the arbitrary and oppressive law
A Van Buren State Convention was the system of steam navigation.
of the last Legislature, by which the people
MARRIED—In Kennebunk-port, Rev. Asbu
STATE OF MAINE.
01
luio Ksiatc
piuiiiuireu the
me use ui
of this
State are prohibited
of omau
Small ji lately held at Harrisburg, Penn. It was a | “ The effects on the general prosperity of ry Caidwell, of the .Maine Annual Conference,
York, ss....Ata regular Session of the County
Bills in their ordinary intercourse and busi- complete failure. Some denounced and oth- ( the nation have been as sensibly felt in the to Miss Olive E. Merrill.
Commissioners of the County of York, be
| one case as in the other ; and he who should
ness, and who would preserve their liberties | orc
R „
from still further encroachments, are request-L,h ,fent,d he Ba,,k-,ndeeii lhere see,ns 10 i “«’hi“ day recommend an entire abandongun and held at Alfred, within and for said
OBITUARY
County, on the Tuesday next before the last
ed to meet at Sanford, on Tuesday, the 26th ' have beenhttle unanimity of sentiment on any | ment of our credit system fora sole and exDIED—In Barrington, N. H. on Tuesday
Monday in May, A. D. 1836:
instant, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, for the subject, if we may credit the reports from cZuswe metallic currency, would be deemed
evening
last,
Mr.
J
ames Remich, aged 78—a sol
N the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That
le.ss ’«'ouaiy than he who should attempt
purpose of nominating a candidate for Gov that quarter. A ¿temporary says ‘ crimina- i
the Petitioners notify all persons and
,
...
,
,
r , | to substitute a Pennsylvania wagon for a lo- dier of the Revolution.
ernor, Senators, and such other public offi
In
Kennebunk-port,
Miss
J
ulia
M.
P
erkins
,
lion and recrimination were the order of the comotive ol. a canaf packet, or shou|d encorporations interested, that said Commis
cers as may be judged necessary.
aged 24 years.
day.’ You are bought by the Monster—you deavor to stem the resistless current of the
July 16/1836.
In this town, Mrs. Esther, wife of .Mr. Daniel sioners will meet at the house of David Wil
cox, in York aforesaid, on the fourteenth day
are slaves to the Kitchen—were accusations (Mississippi in a flat boat, instead of those Drown, aged 39 years.
In Philadelphia, on Saturday last, the vener of September next, at ten o’clock, A. M.
County Convention,—The call for a rife among the members, which with cries of! sPl“n«lid.palaces which now move majesti, cally on its waters. Shall we then, Mr. Pres able Bishop White, at the advanced age of 88. when they will proceed to view’ the route for
Convention of citizens opposed to the small. order, order, from the Chair, made up a most ' ident, check this tide of prosperity, by the in He was Bishop of the Episcopal diocese of Penn a highway prayed for in said Petition, and
bill law, passed by the last Legislature, is delectable scene of confusion and disorder, troduction of new and untried schemes ? sylvania, and Senior Bishop of the Episcopal immediately after such view will, in some
convenient place in the vicinity, hear the
marie, we believe, in compliance with theiKniveswereunsheathedatlast,andthePres- Shall we not be content with the necessaries, Church in the United States.
In Portland, on Tuesday last, Miss Catharine, parties interested. Said notice to be, by caus
wishes expressed by many respectable mem- j ident, after many ineffectual attempts to re the comforts, the conveniencies, and the lux daughter of Capt. John Williams, aged 19 years
ing an attested copy of said Petition, and this
uries of life, which are so widely diffused
bel's of both political parties. So far as our , store order, declared that the members dis throughout this whole country ? Shall we and 8 months.
order thereon, to be published three weeks
In Brookville, (Ind.) James H. M. Clayton,
information extends in relation to the subject, ' graced the party [! 1] and the Convention attempt to overthrow, subvert and destroy a Esq. aged 25 years; brother of the Hon. John M. successively, in the Kennebunk Gazette, a
the movement cannot, with any propriety, be ¡ broke up ‘ without accomplishing any thing system which has produced all these bles Clayton, Senator in Congress from the State of newspaper printed at Kennebunk, by caus
ing the same to be served oil the Town
attributed exclusively to the whigs. The j but a perfect schism in their ranks.’ A Van sings ? which has brought happiness and Delaware.
plenty to the door of every man ? and that,
At his residence, in Greenland, on Saturday Clerk of said town of York, and by posting
fact will not be denied, we presume, that the ¡ Buren paper published at Harrisburg, in al- too, for the purpose of adopting some of the
night, 9th inst., suddenly, Hon. John F. Parrott, up the same in three public places, in said
small bill law of last winter, is regarded by a ! lusion to this meeting, says, 1 it would have exploded doctrines of the political economists aged 68. He was an amiable man, and possess town of York, the said first publication, and
of Europe ?” Is not. this well put ? asks the ed the confidence of his fellow citizens. He each of the other notices to be thirty days, at
large portion of the intelligent supporters of been better had the Convention never met.’
National Intelligencer, in citing these re was a Senator in Congress from this State, du least, before the said fourteenth day of Sep
the national administration, as unnecessary,
Political Movements.—Whig Conven- marks. And is it not unanswerable ? To ring the pendency of the Missouri question, and tember.
oppressive and unjust. A law, embracing its
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
the following conclusion of the remarks of was invariably found upon the constitutional side
principal provisions, had been enacted by the |I «tions are to be held at Cherryfield, on the the same honorable and respectable Senator in that exciting period.—JY.
Copy of said Petition and order thereon.
9th of August, for the purpose of nominating upon this point, we think we hear public
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
In Lynn, Mass. 10th inst. Dr. Richard Hazel
legislature of 1835, and had been disregarded
tine, aged 62.
July 22,1836.
by all parties—here and there, perhaps, an in- a' candidate for Member of Congress from sentiment responding by unanimous cheers of
Dr.
Hazeltine
was
the
son
of
Mr.
Richard
assent and approbation : “ An entire abandon
dividual might be found who observed its re Hancock and Washington District, and for ment of the credit system, and a return to a Hazeltine, of Concord, N. H. and was born
SlaeriOPs Sale.
the
nomination
of
Senators
for
the
Middle
in that town, November 28,1773. He commen
quirements—but examples of this kind were 1
rglAKEN on Execution in favoi*
sole and exclusive metallic currency, if it were ced the practice of physic at Limerick, in 1792, y r.
5 ’ JL
of Joseph K. Miller, of
practicable, would produce desolation and des and in 1799 was married to Miss Phebe Carter
extremely rare.
Certainly no stronger ev District.
A Van Buren County Convention, held at truction from one extremity of the Union to the of Concord. In 1804 he removed to South Ber Orono, against Humphrey Chadbourne ot
idence could be required of its unpopularity.
other. Such notions ought not, cannot, must wick where he continued his practice for thir Kennebunk, in said County of York, and
The People could not have expressed more Paris on the 13th, nominated Timothy J. Car not, prevail.”
teen years. In May 1817 he came to Lynn, will be sold at Public Auction, at my Auction
of Paris, as a candidate for Representa
emphatically their disapprobation of the ter,
’
where he remained until the time of his death, a Room in said Kennebunk, on Saturday the
Testimonial of Respect.—The mem period of 19 years. He received the degree of sixth day of August next, at two o’clock in
measure. Why, then, did our Legislators re tive in Congress from Oxford Congressional
Joseph Tobin, of Hartford, for E- bers of the Washington County Bar, at the Doctor of Medicine from Dartmouth College, the afternoon, all the right in equity which
enact the law last winter and attempt to en District
and was elected a member of the Massachusetts said Chadbourne has to redeem the lot of
force its observance by increasing the penal lector of President and Vice President, and late term of the Supreme Judicial Court, Medical Society. During his whole practice he land and dwelling house where he now lives,
ties for violations of its provisions ? Did Messrs. Swift and Strickland for re-election having learned that Judge Parris was about sustained a respectable rank in the Medical situated in said Kennebunk, on the Alfred
Faculty, and made many contributions to the
to retire from the Bench, adopted resolutions, periodicals of his time. In 1804, a valuable arti Road, so called, also all his right in the shop
the People petition for it ? No. Was it to the State Senate.
A Whig County Convention, for the nom expressive of their regret at his determina cle of his on the subject of the measles, appear which he now occupies, situated on said
shown that the public good required its pas
ed in the New York Medical Repository. He road, all of said property being encumbered
sage ? No. Were any good reasons given ination of Member of Congress, State Sena tion ; declaring that his untiring industry, his also made communications to the Philadelphia by mortgage.
tors,
Register
of
Deeds
and
County
Treasu

impartiality in the discharge of his official du American Journal of Medical Science, and the
why the public were not as safe in receiving
A. WARREN, Deputy Sheriff.
July 15, 1836.
Bank notes for one, two or three dollars as rer, is to be held at Norridgewock, on Thurs ties and the dignity and urbanity which he Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. He also
invented an apparatus for affording relief in ca
—ALSO—
has always maintained on the bench, entitle ses of broken limbs, of which a drawing was
for five, ten or twenty ? No. Was it shown day, August. 25.
x\t the same place, immediately after the
The nomination for Member of Congress, him to the gratitude and high regard of the made, but which we believe has never been pub above sale, a lot of Land, situated in Lyman,
that small bills were inconvenient ? No.
But it was urged that the suppression of bank in the Lincoln Van Buren Convention, was people of the State and to the respect and lished. As a physician, Dr. Hazeltine was emi belonging to said Chadbourne, with the build
nent, and his manners were those of a gentleman
notes of a less denomination than five dol- not made with en tire unanimity it is said. esteem of the legal profession, and expressing of the old school, formal even to preciseness. ing thereon, also a pew in the Rev. Mr. Pow
’ lars would lessen the amount of paper cur Cilley was nominated on the second ballot their best wishes for his future success and He sustained a very high character as a careful ers’ Meeting-House in Kennebunk, and sun
and a good citizen, and died in the most dry other articles.
rency and bring into circulation an increased ing, and received only 6 majority out of 86 happiness. By a vote of the Bar, a copy of Christian
A. WARREN, Auctioneer.
perfect tranquillity and resignation.—
amount of specie. This position remains to votes ;—John D. McCrate was his compet the resolutions and proceedings of the meet
STRAY MARE.
ing were transmitted to Judge Parris, who re
be proved,—but admitting it to be correct, itor.
SHIP NEWS.
/^AME into the enclosure of
turned a very handsome and appropriate reply.
what necessity is there for legislating upon
KENNEBUNK? JULY 23. 1836.
Fires.—A large five story brick building,
the subscriber, about th©
the subject at this time ? The public are well
last of June, A. D. 1836, a midin Gold Street, New York, was destroyed by
arrived.
Latest
from
France.
—
We
have
received
by
satisfied with the currency as it is. The
_dling sized black MARE, 5 or
July 19—Schs. Grape, Ward, Boston ;
fire on the evening of the 13th inst. It was the packet ship Normandie, at New York,
Banks generally are safe, the people have
6 years old—heavy mane hanging on both
Ploughboy, Wormwood, do.;
occupied on the lower floor by George Dear Paris papers to June 11. The discussion in
sides of the neck—long tail. Said Mare was
Moro, Mitchell, do.
confidence in them, and they prefer paper to
born, publisher, who lost stock valued at the Chamber of Deputies on the budget of
Alpha, Perkins, do. ;
in rather poor flesh, and had some appear
specie, in all ordinary business transactions,
the War Department, and particularly on the
Mary, Pope, do ;
ance of spring-halt.
$25,000, Stereotype Plates, valued at $50,000,
question of the abandonment of Algiers, was
for the very excellent reason that the former
Sloop Pacific, Webber, do.;
LUTHER GO DING.
in the Safe, escaped uninjured. Mr. D’s. not brought to a close.
M.
Thiers
on
the
20
—
Sch.
Nile,
Ward,
do.
;
is more convenient than the latter. The ad
Acton, July 18, 1836.
stock was insured for about $25,000 in Bos part of the administration, and M. Guizot on
21 —Sch. Eagle, Bragdon, Wells.
vocate of the law, in reply to ail this, will say,
SAILED.
ton. The 2d and 5th stories were occupied the part of his friends spoke decidedly against
NEW GOODS.
July 15—Brig Brutus, Buxton, Portland ;
that many of the leading members of the ad
the abandonment. The Journal des Debats
by A. Pell & Co. as a Type Foundry—noth
Sch.
Aina,
Sterling,
New
York
;
considers
this
a
decision
of
the
question.
ministration party strongly recommend the
UST received and for sale a general as
20— Brig Cornelia, York, do. ;
ing saved, but partially insured.
Scatcherd The French princes had arrived in Vienna,
sortment of NEW GOODS, which are
measure and that, therefore, it ought to be en
21— Sch. Moro, Mitchell, Boston.
& Adams, Printers, occupied the 3d story— where they were received, as well as at Ber
offered on very reasonable terms.
MEMORANDA.
forced. The intelligent and independent sup
WILLIAM LORD.
loss $12,000, insured for $4000 in Hartford. lin, with marked attention by the emperor
Saco, July 16.—Arrived, sch Perseverance,
porters of the National and State administra
and the court.—Boston Daily Adv.
Kennebunk, July 14,1836.
Crowell, New-York.—July 15, Sailed, schs.
The 4th story was occupied as a Book-bind
tions are not satisfied with this reason. They
Marcia, Smith, Boston; Sally, Davis, do.;
ery—amount of loss not stated. A Carpen [From the New Orleans Advertiser, June 30.] Charles, Pike, do. ; 16th, sch. Harriet, Spear,
HAY.
consider the Representatives of the People
Executive Department,
?
Thomaston.
ter’s shop and three stables, adjoining, were
HE subscriber will purchase HAY as
bound to study the interests and regard the
Velasco,
June
20,1836.
5
Ar. at New York, 12th, schs. Eliza, and Alfred,
also consumed. Total loss estimated at
usual.
WM. LORD,
wishes of their constituents, without enquiring
To Jeremiah Brown, Esq.
hence.
Kennebunk, July 14.
$75,000, about one half of which is covered
Commander
of
schr.
Invincible
:
Cid at New York, 14th, barque Pomona,
what are the opinions of this or that political
by insurance.—A Carpenter’s shop and five or
Sir,— We have just heard that the Mexi Brewer, Amsterdam.
favorite on the subject. They are determin
SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER
Cid. at Boston, 16th, brig Caroline, Pratt, Picsix other buildings were consumed in Frank cans are returning upon us. It is said that an
AND CHILDREN’S FRIEND.
ed to show the party leaders that they are not
tou, ballast.
armament
is
fitting
out
at
Vera
Cruz.
lin street the same evening.
Cid. at New Orleans, 28th ult. brig Lexington,
so subservient as to support them in meas
Our gallant little navy must be on the aNDER the above title, the subscribers,
You will please sail for this place, Wise, Havana.
ures, against which they have protested and
The tolls collected on all the Canals in Jert.
Ar at New York, 15th, ship Pactolus, Wise,
induced by the request of Teachers of
where more extended instructions will be fur Liverpool, June 1.
various denominations, will issue a monthly
which they regard as arbitrary and oppres New York, during the last month, amounted
nished you.
Your obedient servant,
Ar. at Boston, 18th, brig Lima, Lord, of this work, devoted to the cause of Sabbath
sive in the extreme. If men in whom they to $198,713 17—of this sum $174,098 were
DAVID G. BURNETT.
port, Trieste, May 13.
Schools.—The matter will be furnished by
have reposed confidence and to whom they collected on the Erie Canal.
Ar. at Portland, 19th, brig Brutus, Buxton, practical teachers, in Boston and elsewhere.
We trust that the news of another invasion
of Texas, and the disappointment of the hope hence.
have given their suffrages act contrary to their
The aid of the most successful laborers in
Cid. at New Orleans, 2d inst. ship Neva, Per
ff/^Hon. Bellamy Storer, of Cincinnati, that the capture of Santa Anna would put an
the Sabbath School has been promised to us,
wishes, they will confide the management of
kins, Cowes ; brig Rival, Stone, New York.
end
to
hostilities,
will
not
so
far
discompose
At Ponce, 30th ult. brig Overmann, Gould, and it is believed the work will be of great
their affairs to others, whose views are more Ohio, a talented and patriotic member of the Texians, as to induce them to adopt the
practical use,not only to Superintendantsand
congenial with their own, and from whom Congress, recently visited Portland, his na recommendation of Mr. Secretary Lamar, New York, 3.
Teachers, but will be interesting to children
tive
town.
While
there
he
was
invited
to
they may expect devotion to the public inter
relative to that General.
The execution of
and the family circle, from its containing the
partake
of
a
public
dinner,
by
the
vvhigs
of
HEREAS
the
Portsmouth
Company
Santa Anna in cold blood, (the form of a trial
General Lessons or addresses to many of our
ests and a fearless and honest discharge of
have heretofore assessed three hun schools. This kind of reading is among the
that city, through a Committee selected by matters nothing,) would gain them nothing.
the duties devolving upon them.
dred and sixty six dollars on each old share
them, which honor his previous engagements If he be yet possessed of influence, he can of the Capital Stock in said Company ; and most interesting to young readers, and emi
We repeat, a strong feeling of opposition to
serve Texas better by exerting it.
If he is
would not permit him to accept. We sub powerless, and abandoned by his old party, whereas the Proprietor of Shares No. 11, 12, nently calculated to excite their attention,
while its moral and religious tone cannot fail
the small bill law is extensively prevalent
join a portion of his Reply to the Committee his vile blood will but stain the hands of the 13 and 14 has neglected and refused to pay to improve the heart.
among all parties. If we are correctly in
said
assessment
for
more
than
thirty
days
af

—it will be recollected that he isa neighbor liberators. A captive let him remain, and be
It will also contain anecdotes and incidents
formed, the call for a convention at Sanford,
ter the time set for the payment thereof:
connected with the Sabbath School, the pro
to and intimately acquainted with the char his fate suspended. Had he been slain in
Now,
I
hereby
give
notice
that
I
shall
sell
on Tuesday next, is made in accordance
the first flush of victory, the world would
gress of these institutions, instances of pecul
acter of Gen. Harrison :—
have pardoned it : but it has done the capt at Public Vendue, on Thursday the first day of iar success in instruction, modes pursued by
with the wishes of many of the friends of, as
You have referred to the distinguished ors credit among all civilized men, that in September next, at ten of the clock in the different schools and different teachers, and
well as of the opponents to, the present na
man, who is now the candidate of a nu- that intoxicating moment they preferred poli- forenoon, at the Counting room of said Com almost every topic relating to their internal
tional administration. The whigs have not merous and proud spirited portion of the | cy to vengeance. The execution of Santa pany in South Berwick, in the County of economy and success.
been more active in getting it up and do not American people for the Presidential chair, I Anna now, would put in peril the life of eve York and State of Maine, the share or shares
Moral instruction in our day schools, is a
of said delinquent proprietor, sufficient to pay subject which is exciting much attention afeel a greater interest in its results than do in a manner which indicates your patriotic ry American in Mexico.
said
assessment
so
due
from
said
proprietor,
mong the friends of the rising generation. It
many of their fellow citizens who are opposed sacrifice of all personal preferences to sus
with all necessary and incidental charges.
tain the principles of constitutional liberty.
will be an object of the Teacher by occasion
[From the New Orleans Bee, June 30.]
to them on most other political questions. Your resolution thus taken is a proud tribute
Dated at South Berwick, in said County of al articles to promote this object.
A passenger from Galveston informs us
York,
this
fifteenth
day
of
July,
A.
D.
For ourselves, we regret that the call had not to the favorite son of the West, and will add that the commissioners sent to Matamoras, by
The work will be put up in such a manner
1836.
as will rendePit one of the cheapest as well
been made at an earlier day, as it can hardly new zeal to the already enthusiastic efforts the Texian Government, to effect an ex
SAMUEL LORD,
as most useful in the S. S. Library.
change of prisoners, have been seized and
be expected that a very large number will of his friends.
Treasurer of the Portsmouth Company.
The Teacher will be issued the 15th of
The vindication of Gen. Harrison to which imprisoned. They expect bad treatment,
assemble at a season so busy as the present. you allude is before the world ; if it shall tend
every month, commencing in July.—It will
and write from their prison that an army of
As it is, however, we learn that the Conven to refute the ungenerous, the unmanly attacks 4000 men were at Matamoras, 5000 at San
contain 54 pages large 18mo. in stiff paper
NEW GOODS
covers, and will be illustrated with engra
UST received and now opening bv
tion will probably be well attended. We do which party spirit has made upon his well- Patricio, and 6000 in the interior. They were
vings. It will make two volumes of 325 pa
J. G. PERKiNS.
not expect to participate in its deliberations, earned fame ; if it shall assist to inform the to concentrate on the Nueces.
ges each, with title and contents to each vol
young, that the" reputation of a gallant soldier
—AMONG WHICH ARE —
but we sincerely hope that they may be har has been vilely traduced, or to revive in the
ume. The price will be $1,50, payable on
40 ps. English and American prints ;
From Texas—By the steamer Caspian ar Light and Mourning Ginghams ;
monious, spirited and productive of beneficial bosoms of the aged the recollection of his ser
receipt of the second number, or $1 75 other
wise. Four copies to one direction, $5 00.
vices at a time when the whole Union did rived last night we learn that information Printed Muslin ; Crape de Lion ;
results to the community.
OTIS, BROADERS & CO.,
him honor ;—I should feel that I had done was received at Nachitoches on the 27th ult. Bro. Battiste ; Furniture & hair cord Dimity ;
TUTTLE, WEEKS & DENNETT.
some service to our common country : I that a division of the Mexican army of 7000 White damask and colored Table Covers ;
Orono, according to a Census recently ta leave the issue with the enlightened, the pat men have marched into Texas, in conse Plain bleached and embroidered cotton Hose ;
Subscriptions received at D. Remtch’s
quence of which Gen. Rusk (commander of Colored do. ; Kid and pic-nic Gloves ;
ken, contains 5634 inhabitants, viz
Old riotic American people.
Bookstore, where a specimen number of th©
the Texian forces) has thought it prudent to Errninetts; Stormant and Rouen Cassimere ; work may be examined.
Town village 1680, Great Works 341, Lower
retreat across the Brasos.—N. Orleans Bee.
Synshaw and Gro. de Nap. Silks ;
Kennebunk, July 22, 1836.
Stillwater 1896, Upper do. 765, Residue of the
Thomas C. Lane, Esq. of Hollis has been
Russia Diaper ; Vestings, &c. &c. &c.
town 955. The number of males is 3660, of appointed Aid-de-Camp to the Governor of
—also—
“ Rotation in Office.”—Timothy J. Carter
females 1974.—Population in 1830, 1472. this State, in place of Col. Mudge, resigned. of Paris, now County Attorney, has been
BUSHELS CORN just receiv
On hand a prime assortment of Broad
ed and for sale by
Increase in 6 years 4162.—There are about
nominated by the Tory party, as a candidate Cloths, Cassimeres and Sattinetts, all of which
J. G. PERKINS.
A “ Ladies’ Moral Reform Society” has for Representative to Congress for Oxford are offered on the most favorable terms.
200 Saw mills for Boards, Clapboards, &c. in
Kennebunk-port, July 23, 1836.
Kennebunk-port, July 23,1836,
District.
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UNION ACADEMY.
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary,
ic for Consumption, great bodily dehii?5cil
HE Trustees would inform the public
Nos. 9 ¿y* 10, Penhallow-street,
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulent
that the Academy (which was sus
MORNING.
Portsmouth,
{N.
H.)
gestton and Bilious disorders, Cost?.4'
pended for a few days in consequence of the
BY JAMES G. PERCIVAL.
AS prepared and constantly on hand . Diarrhoea, Scorbutic
sudden illness of Mr. Patten, the Preceptor,)
HIS
article
is
the
invention
of
Heber
’Tis dawn—
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the , tions. It is also for sale bv ™
Chase, M. D. of Philadelphia, honora is re-opened under the charge of Mr. Thomas
The rosy light is breaking ;
following Medicines
I agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicine?1 °f ‘k
P. Emerson, who has been obtained to sup
ry
member
of
the
Philadelphia
Medical
So
The songs of birds are waking ;
ply Mr. P’s. place.
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
The following named person.»
ciety.
And starry beads are shaking
The Trustees are happy in being able to
Phis Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled ■ for the above named medicines t age,lli
Along the grassy lawn.
These instruments have been submitted to
the fnllnwino-nnrrinl«;»!«
following complaints, vi-z
viz :■;—DySpep-J Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleavlk U?5*
the test of experiment, in that city and other state that they have the prospect of securing forrthe
’Tis noon —
.er, Billious prey River; Uri Lamper, HaS
after this term, the permanent services of a sia or Indigestion, diseased Liver,
places,
for
about
2
years,
under
the
observa

Blue rise the hills before me ;
gentleman, who, it is believed, will give sat- Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness,
Cvwnwra», ham
num & Berry,
oeri
Rochester Plaint IUP'
tion
of
some
of
the
first
surgeons
of
that
Pure swells the azure o’er me ;
isfaction to all the patrons of the Institution. Worms
of Appetite,
and4^,
by cleans-1
------------ and
—™ Loss
V,
Cl 1AM. MJ
; A. Fogg, Ossipee
,
„i—
Wm.
Gault, Concord
place
;
whose
unqualified
recommendation
And radient blossoms pour me
I . I"XT("1 I .1X1 Secretary
mt a rn
IH
O’ tthe
h Qtnnaanh
Z' _
THOS. O. LINCOLN,
mg
stomach and bowels, ' NT
cures
painsand
in North
Co.,
they have obtained, as being the best article
colds
John H.& Wheekr^
As^A?
The balmy breath of June.
Board of Trustees.
the side, stomach and breast, c J
_„2 ' '
ever offered to the public : having been found,
Kennebunk, June 24, 1836.
coughs, of long standing,
hoarseness, short- Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John’R ?
’Tis even—
oiauuiug, nuarsuness,
in a large proportion of the cases, not only to
ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which ing, Haverhill ; Elder Guy Beckl v
Gay clouds, like curtains, lie
afford immediate relief to that distressing and
NOTICE.
Athwart the golden sky ;
H. Haseln
Haselm/’u e'
is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues ;i In Massachusetts, by H
dangerous disease, but, by a few months’ use
; Elijah Porter, No. 3, —
Washington^''
HE subscribers having been appointed surpass any thing heretofore known in re- j hill
The wind goes whispering by,
1
to effect a radical cure : and thus render the
Like soothing voice from H eaven.
by the Judge of Probate for York moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles havee ! Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No B r
longer wearing of the instrument unnecessary.
County, Commissioners on the Estate of I been known to cure this afflicting disease, aff- Wm. Brown Washington st. anH r11^
The Committee of the Philadelphia Med
’Tis night-—
HUGH M’CULLOCH,
ter having
..ing baffled every exertion for four Mead, Union st. Boston. In Main k
ical Society, who were appointed to investi
The world how hushed and still !
' years. It
T has a most powerful influence in Benjamin Plummer, Bangor • Artp6’ V’
Dim towers the shadowy hill ;
gate the merits of the various instruments in late of Kennebunk, in said County, mer
insolvent—here- | removing
Earth’s guardian spirits fill
. deceased,■ represented
.
mg nervous.complaints. It is pleasant ter and Runnells & Donharn
use, for the treatment of Hernia, reported in chant,
Their urns with holy light.
favor of that of Dr. Chase : to which report, I by give notice that six months are allowed to take and in its operation so much so, that I Elder Henry Frost, Cornvillp • u??'1'1
bring ...in and prove u
their itmay be administered to the infant with S Spring, Calais; Capt. James AIIipp Q111
cmri creditors toIw.n«
contained in the February No. of the Ameri said
I vens; Sarn’l Jackson, jr. & CoRi?'
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
can Journal of the Medical Sciences, mem claims, and that they will receive said claims saf^-VDirections for receiving this or any other ; Samuel Adams/ Cape Neddick • q '
bers of the medical profession are here re at the counting room of Bourne & Kings
bury, in said Kennebunk, on the first Mon of the fblluwing named medicines accom-! Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capt. Wn’ n
testiWnFoF lite il\r ym en. ferred.
Rev. Dr. Potter, in a letter to Dr. Ed
These instruments can only be used, with days of July, and every succeeding month, pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates j Wells ; D. REMICH, Kennebunk • n?1
till the expiration of said time.
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re- ! Bourn, Kennebunk-port • ffev a ’ , Ver
wards, in reply to enquiries as to the results the greatest prospect of success, under the
HENRY KINGSBURY,
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a J rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker Alf . I.
of his experience in the use of intoxicating care of a person well acquainted with the An
JOHN EMERY.
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the j Skeele, Sanford Corner: Shelibn
atomy of the diseased parts.
drinks, says :—
Kennebunk, June 25, 1836.
3vv
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church :: North Berwick; Enoch Goodil c
They are also highly recommended by
(( During two years which have elapsed Profs. Horner, Jackson, Gibson, McLellan &
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of Wm. Winslow, Brunswick • JamP« n baC0;
Cotton
Woollen
since J discontinued the use of wine and Rush of Philadelphia ; A. G. Smith, of Ohio
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H.! Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd Anini«.0.'?38'
ing-, by the Boston Co.
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes- i Taylor, Norridgewalk ; Hanscotnh / nesse
porter, the only intoxicating substances Medical College ; and Drs. Harris & Bryant,
R 1'
i^^HEY Dye and Unish in the best manner senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth, by, Saccarappa /Thomas
; Thomas S. Bowles Rnvi"
which I have been accustomed to take, I surgeons of the U. S. Navy.
W'PShandÏ Broadcloths,
Cassimeres, Shawls, and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the s^me
O^All directions signed iu °the
The subscriber, who is Agent for Dr. e&i
have improved materially in health, and
place ; which gentlemen it is well known ting of the proprietor.
Vri'
have been able to make more prolonged ef Chase for this place and vicinity, was recent Satins, Sarsnets, Crapes, Plush, Velvets, Silk
j & Cotton Shawls, Hosiery, Ribbons, &c. here are as credible, respectable and compe
Sept. 19.
forts both of body and mind. We are not ly informed by Dr. Coates, Chairman of the ; &c., &c., at the lowest rates. A list of pri- tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
above committee, and Dr. Hays, editor of
authorized, from any such fact, to infer that the American Cyclopedia of Practical Medi 1 ces to be seen at the store of J. G. Perkins, nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
the abstinence and the improved health, cine, that the confidence of the profession in where orders for dyeing or cleansing any Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
stand to each other in the relation of cause the utility and success of the instrument had description of Silk, Cotton and Woollen goods Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East TO PERSONS SUFFERING FROM RHEOMAtk |
and effect. But when it is found, as 1 doubt been increasing since the report of that com will be received and sent to Boston, where Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re
COMPLAINTS^
they will be promptly done and returned to spectable persons.
not it will be in the course of your enquiry, mittee.
lo the Editor of the Inyuirer •
These instruments will be applied and fit this place.
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
SIR—On the principle inculcated by the
that similar experiments by others, have
Kennebunk-port, July 2, 1836.
This Ointment stands at the head of all
been generally, if not invariably followed by ted to each case by the subscriber.
great and good Dr. Franklin, t() g
remedies for the following diseases which i r
i””" b''"" *7‘ x “‘•'•'ini, io dj[.
BURLEIGH SMART.
the same results, the relation will be estab
human nature is heir to, viz. i-RheunXm I f"Se "S,Wliie -V a,S P0SS,bJe
»«
Ijist
Uetters
Kennebunk, July, 1836.
lished, and will merit the deep regard of all
Remaining in the Post Office at North Ber Loth chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains, p°iJ’Pr to mH,gate or soften the afflictions of i
young men.
wick, Me. June 30, 1836.
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand-j su“ering humanit y, 1 feel it incumbent upon !
medicines, Paints and Oil.
A. B. C. E. F. G.
“ It may be proper to add that this HAVING taken the stand formerly occu
’ing.
"/• It discusses
discusses all
all tumors,
tumors, renders
i___ stiff rue to make known through the medium of I
LIVER APPLEBEE, John Applebee, joints limber by producing a healthy muscu
change in my habits was not induced by ayour useful paper, that on reading therein'
pied by John Lillie, the subscriber
Joseph Anderson, George Andrews, lar action.
ny hope of promoting my health—I had offers articles in the above line cheap for cash.'
an advertisement of Dr. Jebb’s Liniment '
i Elijah Allen, jr. Wells, Ephraim Allen, Levi
rather cherished the belief that some local
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. for the cure of RHEUMATISM.!^
| Abbot,—Samuel Brackett, Anna Brackett,
Honduras Sarsaparilla Root—a highly es-1
it in swelled and inflamed forcibly impressed with a belief that it
infirmity, as well as an extreme general de
! John Brackett, Joel Billings, 2, Samuel Bur Nothing• equals
c
I
-c
............ ,.......
"
impnaacu Olin CJ uenei mat It Ba. t
bility from which I sometimes suffered, might teemed article for all kinds of humors and I bank, 4, Abigail P. Butler, Berwick, Sally W. B easts in females ff applied in its early stage, calculated to remove the severe Rheumatic ,
pievents suppuration or matter forming. and a rr .•
.
i • i t i > .
E ni eumdllc
be partially relieved by the use ofgood wine, Chronic Rheumatism ;
Brown,—Belinda Clark, Thomas J. Cutts,— gives
in all cases immediate ease fron/pain. AffpCtlOn to w’b,cb 1 bad been for seven
seven oror
English Extract of the same article :
in all cases immediate ease from pain.
and, in this opinion, I found myself con
Mary Estes, Nicholas Estes, Abigail Earl, Jo gives
Certificates
of this
this fact
fact could
could be
be given
given if
ne- eight ?earS subJected> sometimes ahnostdeMarshall’s do.
do. ;
Certificates
of
if
neseph Emery,—Caleb Ford,jr. Sarah Ford,
firmed by the advice of judicious friends
cessary.
my limbs. I at- '
Swaim’s Panacea—warranted genuine ;
—7 This remedy
\ :is offered
77 „ to the pub- Pr,ving me of tbe use
Oliver Fernaid, Moses Furbish,—Samuel Cand physicians. But it was growing more
Itr* Avith
tkn Cill
_ * !..that
~
i c*cordingly
rvrrl î tv n-l xr nprocured a Bottle, and ibefore!
?
Lignum Vitae Wood ; China Root; Sassa- Gubtail, Berwick, Mercy Gray, 2, Priscilla L. lie
with the
full assurance
it/* far excels
and more evident that I could not succeed fias bark and Bitter Sweet—approved sub
the opodeldocs and liniments of the present had used the w hole of it, found very sensible i
Gray.
in persuading others to renounce one kind stances for medicinal beer, for diseases of the
day, for the above diseases.—A trial is only relief. This increased my confidence in it
H. K. L. M. P. R. S. T. W.
of intoxicating liquor, while I continued the skin and liver ;
wanted to give it the decided preference to and led me to obtain another bottle, theuse 1
Abraham
Henderson,
Silas
Hall,
Benjamin
Lobelia Herb, seeds, and pulverized ;
habitual and daily use of another, and that
Hurd, Abigail Hurd, Peter Hurd,—Dorothy every thing else. Many physicians of em of which has completely removed the swellWitch Hazel leaves and Rosemary root_
in order to impress upon reformed inebri
Knox, Old Berwick,—Noah Littlefield, E- inence have used this ointment and extol its ings and pains of my limbs, together wilb
used for internal humors ;
phraim Littlefield,—Ephraim Morrell, Daniel merits.
ates the necessity of total abstinence from
Buchu leaves, and in powder—a celebrated
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car the cramp, and restored them to their wont
M’Crillis, Olive Moulton,—Lydia Peasly,
all that could intoxicate as the only means article for Urinary diseases ;
lam respectfully yours,
riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of bis ed vigor.
Samuel
Pray,
Daniel
Penny,
—
Nathaniel
of persevering in their new course, I must
Real Irish Moss, with printed directions.
GEORGE TAYLOR,Jr,
Remick,—Peter Stillings, Samuel G. Smith, daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies
add example to precept. And further, that
Hempstead, L. I. March 24th.
Francis Snow, Benjamin G. Twombly, Ber and envelopes each vial.
related as I was, to a large number of inter Preparations & Chemic
Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this
wick, William Weymouth, 3d.—52 Letters.
Persons
suffering from the above comals,
&c.
preparation accompany each box. This oint
esting young men, the hope of the country
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
plaints, and in despair of a cure from the
English
Confection
of
Senna
—
a
pleasant
ment
is
safe
and
speedy
in
its
operation.
It
and of the church, it was peculiarly incum
Laxative ;
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in failure of the various remedies they have
bent on me to exhibit a consistent and
JList of* Eetters
The true fresh Lee’s Pills ;
Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk, gredients, so common in many of the popular used, are invited to make trial of this long
blameless example.
On these accounts I
Anderson’s, Family, Anti-Dyspeptic Pills;
ointments in use.
and celebrated medicine, which has in years I
Maine, June 30, 1836.
felt obliged to deviate from my former prac
Female and Stomachic Pills ;
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in past cured and relieved, as it is also now
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
tice, but with the expectation of suffering
The latter of which is a very efficient and
OHN L. ALLEN,—Capt. Joseph Burn all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied doing, thousands who had despaired of reconsiderable discomfort in my own person, pleasant remedy for most of the Bilious and
ham, Mrs. Mary Bracket, Miss Betsey externally. Directions accompany and envel lief. Nothing but a fair trial can give an
and not a little reproach from others.
In Stomachic derangements which are fashionope each vial.
Butler,—Timothy D. Chamberlain, Charles
adequate idea of its unrivalled excellence.
both these respects 1 have been happily dis abJy termed liver complaints ;
Clarke,
John
Chick,
James
Cousens,
—
Sam

Fine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There It is also one of the best applications known
I he Stomachic pills generally increase the
appointed. My friends have appeared per
uel Drown, Alvah Dow, John Drew, Miss never was an article introduced into the
appetite, when deficient ; cleanse and
Hannah E. Dorrell, Miss Lydia A. Dorrell, “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles, for stiffness of the joints, numbness, sprains
fectly willing to concede me the enjoyment
strengthen the stomach and regulate the
Miss Miranda Dorrell,—Asa Fairfield, 2, Ivo cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, and chilblains. Price 50 cents.
of my liberty in this respect, and I have had, bowels.
ry Fry,—Ivory Gillpatrick, Miss Elizabeth inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma
None are genuine unless signed T.
since the expiration of the first few weeks,
Head ache and Pile Pills;
Gillpatrick.
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Propriealmost daily consciousness of increased
Antalgic Plaster, for pain in the side and
H. I. J. K. L. M.
ordinary way as you would any other poul tor, and successor to Dr. Conway,) by
health and enjoyment.
While I continued back, weakness at the stomach and lungs ;
Rev. James Harrington, Amos Hutchins, jr. tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as tbe
Anodyne Liniment : one of the best exterto drink wine, I had repeated attacks of
Ichabod Horn,— Miss Olive Jones,—Israel case may require, There is another kind whom they are for sale, at his Counting
hoarseness and sore throat, which disabled nal applications for Rheumatic and other Kimball, Miss Eliza Kimball,—Ai Littlefield, which is called superfine for internal use. All Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and 1
pains and stiffness ;
me from the comfortable discharge of my
Samuel H. Littlefield, Miss Olive Littlefield, may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol by his special appointment, by
Crude Borax, for Smith’s use ;
Mrs. Mariah Littlefield, Miss Joanna Larra man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
duties as a minister, and induced me at
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
Phosphorus ; Chlorate of Potash ;
bee,—Miss Mary Morrill, Miss Sarah J.
length to retire from them. Since October
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
German Loco Focos ;
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
March.
1833,1 have had but one slight attack of
London Lucifers, warranted ;
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
Prussiate Potash ; Prussic Acid ;
this kind ; and there has been no Sunday,
rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump
Clement
Noble,
Thomas
L.
Neal,
Mrs.
ParProt Acetate of Mercury ; Black Oxide do. ;
on which I could not have officiated in pub
thenia Nason,—Rev. Carleton Parker, Charles tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
Iodide of Iron ; Tartrate do ;
throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external
lic with ease. I do not suppose that the
Phosphoric Acid ; Oxalic do. for cleansing Pennel, Miss Sarah Pike,—Rev. Luke P. application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes,
disuse of wine has been the only cause of
Rand,
Samuel
Rice,
James
K.
Remich,
Mrs.
brass with one quarter of the labor.
[Price reduced to 25 eenfs.]
this improvement, but I am persuaded that
Elizabeth Robinson, Mrs. Ruth Robinson,— biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This
Iodine and Hydriodate Potassa ;
HE character of this celebrated Oint
Mrs.
Eliza Simpson, Mrs. Sarah S. Smith, medicine is recommended by the first medi
it has been one of the most powerful.
It
Compound Syrup of Sarsaparilla ;
cal gentlemen in our country for the above
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
*
should be understood that for some years
Nursing Bottles and Tubes; Nipple shells Elias Stevens.
complaints. Directions to each package.
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
previous I had been accustomed to take and shields of various kinds ; Breast Glasses ;
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—'This cough disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
Rev. Shubal Tripp, Benjamin Tripp, John
wine daily, and with as much freedom as Bed pans and Urinals; Issue Peas ; Hat
P. Tebbets, David Thompson, Mrs. Lois Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
was proper in a clergyman, or in a zealous case for Issues and Blisters ; Gold beaters Temple,—Timothy Varney, 2,—Rev. G. W. ening a hard dry cough, and for those who ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
skin, for chaps and scratches or superficial
advocate of the temperance cause.
Wells, James Woodman, Mrs. S. W. Watts. are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
wounds.
uable for children, in cases of whooping which are so eminently useful for removing
“ In concluding this letter, I cannot re
,
56 Letters.
Lip Salve—warranted to cure common sore
cough, chin cough, &c.
frain from inserting an extract from the pri lips and nose, from colds, and very effectual
all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
JAMES OSBORN, Jun. P. M.
vate letter of a friend, which I received a few for chaps and ring worm, or any cutaneous
Directions.—For grown persons, take from Afresh supply is just received, and for solely
&ist of* tetters
two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
days since. The writer is a gentleman of sores.
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
Remaining in the Post-Office, at Kennebunk quire. Children from one to two teaspoonsENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
distinguished opulence and worth, now con
Groceries.
port, July 1, 1836.
Wholesale by W. C. MJTCHELL, Portland,
siderably advanced in life ; and if I felt at
Cinnamon Bark ; Ground Cinnamon ;
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hasting»,
B. C, D. E.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal Marsh
Cassia Buds ; Mace ; Oil ofNutmegs ;
liberty to mention his name, it would secure
& Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.P.
ISS LUCY BUTLER,—George Cole, culated to correct the bile and create an ap
Oil of Lemon ; Essence of do. ;
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and allorders
for his remarks, wherever he is known, the
Joseph Curtis, Miss Elizabeth Chal- petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and to
Essence
of
Rose
and
Rose
water
;
Ginger
;
be
addressed
to L. Thwing, & Co. Dedham, Aleus.
most implicit confidence.
He says, “1
und,—Julies Dorman,—Bradbury Emerson.
may be freely used both as a restorative and
Pimento ; Preserved Ginger Root ;
don’t know but I am likely to become a
G. H. J. L.
C OFF E.E.
Citron ; Dried Apricots, a superior article
Mrs. Abigail Goodwin,—Joshua Harris,— to prevent disease. Directions with the vial. ifS
BAGS of St. Domingo Coffee of a
cold water man. The first day of my stay for pies ;
Holman's
Drops
for
Fits.
—
A
great
number
James Jaques,—Jesse Larrabee, Samuel Lew
superior quality, just received and
in-------------- , I asked for a bottle of claret ;
Cured Cocoa ; Shells ; Chocolate ;
of children afflicted with fits, arising from va for sale by the bag at Boston price, by
is.
and was, to my surprise, told there was no
Welsh’s Cocoa Tea, designed for the use
rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
J. G. PERKINS
M. P. S. T.
BURLEIGH SMART.
wine kept in the house, and that further, of invalids.
Daniel Mitchell, Jotham March,—Israel of falling sickness, have been radically cured ’Kennebunk-port, July 1, 1836.
Kennebunk,
July
9,
1836.
eply.
none of the boarders used wine. At the mo
Pierce, John G. Perkins, John Peabody, by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
ment 1 hesitated, but finally concluded that
Thomas S. Perkins, Mrs. Lorenzo Parsons, accompany each vial.
as I was situated, it would not be courteous
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
Mrs. Mary A. Pitts,—John W. Smith,—Mo
HE subscriber having contracted with
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
AVE now on hand and will constantly ses Thompson.
to interrupt the habits of the house. From
the town of Kennebunk, to support
keep a good, supply of
every possible advantage over that in its
OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
this moment I viewed myself as beginning
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
crude
state.
. »rugs & Medicines,
an experiment on the question of total ab
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
NOTICE. ’
Dr. Holmans Cough Powder.—This cough vision for them at the Ahns-House, and here
stinence. I have so far persevered, and which they offer for sale on as good terms as
HE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
powder is a most valuable remedy for com by forbids all persons harboring or trusting
may be said almost to have become a con can be purchased in any other place.
the town of Waterborough, for the mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of any of the Paupers of said town on his ac
—ALSO —
vert, it being ten weeks since I have confi
support of Sarah Ann Withered, a pauper, longstanding.
for
It has been long tested and is count or on account of the town, as he will
ned myself to the wine of our first parents. Paints and Oils, Oye-Stufis one year, hereby gives notice that he has
recommended to the public as one of the pay no bill, for their support.
and
Groceries
:
So far, I am satisfied that my health, which
JAMES WARREN.
among which are Teas, Coffee, Sugar, made suitable provision for her support, and most valuable medicines now in use.
was good before, has improved.
My eyes Chocolate, Rice, &c. with a great variety of hereby forbids all pejsons harboring or trust
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
Kennebunk, May 1, 1836.
have been stronger—my intellect clearer— nHscellaneous articles too numerous to men- ing her on his account, or on account of the lasses on going to bed.
town, as he will pay no bill for her support
and my sleep more oblivious.”
NOTICE.
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This
NEAL CHADBOURN.
All kinds of country produce taken in ex
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara ■¡VTISSES EATON & HILL have taken
Waterborough, July 1, 1836.
change for any of the above articles.
LvX
a
room
in the dwelling-house of Capt.
PAINTS, OIL, &c.
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
Kennebunk, July 9, 1836.
Daniel Eaton, in Wells, where they intend
It
warms
and
cleanses
a
foul
stomach,
and
HE subscriber has on hand,
NOTICE.
carrying on the
Ground White Lead ;
HIS may certify, that I, SAMUEL LIT produces a healthy state of the bile.
NOTICE^
’
French Yellow ; Venitian Red ;
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom MILLINERY AND DRESS
TLEFIELD,
of
Kennebunk,
do
give
A S ABIGAIL, my wife, has left my bed
Chrome Green ; Litharge ; Red Lead ;
panied with great debility, was recently cured Making business, and will keep constantly for
to my son, William Littlefield, his time
and board without my knowledge or henceforth to transact business for himself, in this place, in the course of three days, by
White Vitriol ; Gum Shellac ;
sale an assortment of
consent, this is to forbid all persons trusting and that I shall in future claim none of the the powder. Directions with the box.
Prussian Blue; Chrome Yellow ;
STRAW BONNETS & RICH RIB
her on my account, as I will pay no debts
Umber, &c.;
fruits of his labors.
Also a very general assortment of medicin
BONS
Linseed Oil ; Spirits of Turpentine and she contracts.
SAMUEL LITTLEFIELD.
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on of all kinds, together with FANCY GOODS.
THOMAS S. PERKINS.
Japan, all of which will besold cheap for
Kennebunk, June 24, 1836.
hand
at
wholesale
and
retail,
at
as
accommo

Kennebunk-port, July 9, 1836.
Wells, May 18, J836.
Cash.
JAMES HUBBARD.
dating prices on commission or other ar
Kennebunk, April 14, 1836.
rangement, as at any other large establish
Scythes
Snaths.
RYE?
School @ooks & Stationery.
OY’S & SONS Patent SCYTHES, said ment in the Union.
LACK SAND, for sale by
TJNOR Sale a quantity of RYE, by the subN extensive assortment of School Books
to
be
a
superior
article,
for
sale
by
the
D. REMICH.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val
-1scriber.
WILLIAM LORD.
and Stationery articles, recently J0*
subscriber.
WM.
LORD.
June 9.
uable medicine,
June 24.
ceived and for sale by
D. REMICH«
June 24.
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE,
June 17.
POETRY

DR. CHASE’S TRUSSES,

For the immediate relief and Radical Cure of
Hernia or Rupture.

CHARLES HOLMAN,
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